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TR4ST The Rules for Sport Talents
Ankara International Meeting
16 – 19 January 2014
Hosting partner of the meeting BARRIER FREE AND HAPPY LIFE ASSOCIATION (BFaHL,TR)
represented by Mr. Ali Ulusoy, Chairman, and Mr. Sukru Mutlu.
Attendee to the meeting:
- The Municipality of Cremona, applicant, represented by Ms. Susanna Ravelli, Ms. Santina
Aprigliano and Ms. Alessandra Filippi (IT)
- Altropallone ASD Onlus organization represented by Ms. Giada Pinardi and Ms. Federica Petralli
(IT)
- Polgár Foundation represented by Mr. Bence Garamvölgyi (HU)
The Municipality of Cremona knowing BFaHL has an enlarged network to present to the partners
of the project, invited to the meeting three different organizations working from more than ten
years on the local territory and among, to let them directly share their experience and their best
practices in the field of sport by being part of the project in an international environment.
- Baskin Cremona, represented by Ms. Laura Carini, promotes the new game of Baskin, integrated
basket born in Cremona in 2003, bringing the possibility that literally everyone – girls, boys, people
with no disabilities and people with different levels of physical or mental challenges to overcome –
can participate in the same game and enjoy it to the fullest extent of everyone’s abilities.
- Pepo Team ASD Onlus, born in 2002 represented by Ms. Gloria Minuti, organizes and
participates successfully in national and international events with football teams of mental disabled
people.
- AIPPS, Association International Psychologie et Psychanalyse du Sport, born in 1994,
represented by Mr. Antonio Capoduro, is specialized in clinic psychology applied to the sportive
non agonistic activities for young people.
- Attended also the Dynamic Youth Organization (DYO) of Afghanistan, Represented by Mr. Zafar
Shayan, working in improving academic and professional capacity of Afghan youth through
organizing workshops, seminars and conferences and networking among them; conducting debate
tournaments, academic and artistic competitions; empowering women with participatory
approaches and conducting awareness programs.
During the meeting participants have recalled the path of the themes focus of the project starting
from the past kick off meeting, going through the enhancement of participation and discussion with
the participants of the project during EduLab in Budapest.
At this stage the attendees agree in enhancing the discussion of the themes and values proposed
by the participants about sport in order to deepen the content of the project in order to be prepared
for next important event of EduLab that will be held in Milan/Cremona.
For this reason was discussed how to conduct the communication of the project and the increase
of the debates on the web.
It has been presented and accepted by the attendees the participation of Mr. Antonio Capoduro as
referring person for the project communication as expert in the field also of communication for all.
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The partners agree that they:
1. have to send to the applicant work-team the list of its events (from January to June 2014)
coherent with the TR4ST project.
Better during or at least after the events, they have to sent to the applicant work-team
materials about the event including also photos/videos concerning the event and the
presence list of the participants, beyond the communication of the event on every web tool
used and send a remind email to the network of the project.
With regards to the effort and commitment of every participant to the project if someone
wants to renew the interest for any of the events/action realized before January 2014 the
partner is invited to add it in the list mentioned above.
2. have to inform with an email the resp. of communication, at least, about every
action/meeting/news published by the partner on social networks, youtube, web pages,
news papers…related to the dissemination of the project and their activities related to
TR4ST, in order to go along with a more intense communication about the activities.
3. use Google drive (folder YIA4.6 in common) as official file archive of the TR4ST project
and put all the material related to the project and at least a sort of “press
release”/description of the photos of the events in those folders.
All the partners confirm they can correctly access to the tool.
4. have to help the participants of events to give feedback through questionnaires and
interviews related to the task each partner recognized at the kick off meeting. The
questionnaires and the interviews have to be loaded into the Google Drive YIA4.6 folder.
Beyond this they are requested to involve their participants also by encouraging them in
finding their best way to communicate the project (eg. Doing interviews between each
other…).
5. will inform all the participant of the project (at least by email) about the invitation of new
experts of the matters discussed in the project in order to progress in the constitution of the
Technical Scientific Committee (TSC).
The TSC will interact with the project mostly by email.
6. Will use the email address tr4stnews@googlgroups.com to disseminate the project and
communicate in an effective way with the new members of the network. You will soon
receive invitation to the group.
Thus it is so crucial important that every new network member has to be presented
(sharing its contacts) to the applicant work-team in order to be added to the list of this
dissemination email address.
The applicant will let the partners know asap the formula to invite and give recognition to
the new network members of TR4ST.

The partners have also to:
- remember to send a report with representative images/references to facebook/web pages/others
to the applicant.
- send the draft of the excel file 2012_4_6_eacea_invoice_LOGO.xls to the applicant with a
digital copy of invoices attached to that email.
These docs have to be sent until 21 st February 2014.
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The following email belongs to the TR4ST project working group for important communications to
share:
- Happy Kids (BFaHL,TR) Ali Ulusoy happykidstr@gmail.com
- Altropallone ASD Onlus (ITA) Giada Pinardi giadapinardi.acea@gmail.com
- Polgar Foundation (HU) Bence Garamvölgyi garbence89@gmail.com
- Applicant work-team:
Referring person: Tania Secchi tania.secchi@comune.cremona.it
- Donato Chiodelli donato.chiodelli@comune.cremona.it
- Antonio Capoduro accessibilmente@gmail.com
- Susanna Ravelli susanna.ravelli@itard.eu
- Santina Aprigliano santina.aprigliano@gmail.com
- Alessandra Filippi filippi.alessandra@gmail.com

Following the schedule of deadlines:

List of events
Project Report
Excel file &
invoices
Invite other
(3/4)
ass./institutions
as network
members of
the project
Invite experts
(2/3) in the
TSC

January
5.Feb.14

Be ready to
come to ITALY

Best Regards,
Tania Secchi
Municipality of Cremona

February

March

April

May

June

19.Feb.14
26.Feb.14

26.March.14

26.March.14
31.May14 – 08.June.14
(More information about
the organization will be
given further on)

